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	22391 Rondo Vario_EN (2)
	22391 Rondo Vario_EN (1)

	content: 1 color-dice, 1 symbol-dice, 4 caterpillars, 42 wooden shapes
	main goal: Shapes 2: Identifying and naming 3D shapes.
	extra goals: Language skills: Learning to name the different colors and shapes by describing caterpillars and talking to other players.Motor skills: Learning smooth movements of hands and fingers by adding shapes to threat to create a colorful caterpillar.Social skills: Enhancing social skills by playing together.
	basic concept: 
	step 1: Play in a group. Make yourself familiar with the material of the game. Can you name all the different colors and shapes? Use either the color-dice or the shapes-dice to play the game. 
	step 2: One player starts by rolling the dice. Take the shape/color as indicated and create your caterpillar. 
	step 3: Once all children have collected six wooden shapes/colors the game is over.
	advanced concept: 
	advanced concept1: Take both dice to play the game. Roll the dice and say what they are showing (red triangle, yellow rectangle, purple circle, orange square...). You may take the shape once you have correctly named the dice. The next player goes if there is no shape of this combination.The first one to collect six shapes is the winner.
	Text2: Geometry
	product: Rondo Vario
	activities: Have the children count colors and shapes. Can they figure out how many triangular wooden shapes there are in the color blue? How many triangles are there if you count the red ones aswell? Have the children continue this process of counting shapes of a certain color. Have the children form two teams. Have the two groups line up in two rows. Place the wooden shapes on the floor about 10m away from the rows. Roll the color- and shape-dice. The first child of each row runs and tries to find the correct combination of color and shape. The first child to show the correct shape and color to the teacher may keep that wooden shapes. Repeat this process. The first group to get six shapes wins the game. 
	productNO: 22480        
	main observation: Is the child able to recognize and name (primary and) secondary colors and 3D shapes?
	extra observation: How are the fine motor skills developed?Are the children able to play together?Is the child able to solve easy mathematical operations?Are the children able to play in teams?Is the child using age-appropriate language for the topic?
	Text1: Colors and Shapes


